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Grumpy cat good day

Want the best of BuzzFeed animals in your inbox? Sign up for a newsletter today! Photo: mik ulyannikov (Shutterstock)Do you have the kind of cat that gets you in your face at an hour in the morning until you finally rest and get up? Then proceed to meow and whine until you fill your bowl of food? Not that your cat is
unusually gluttonous; it could be that they are telling you that it is a natural feeding time for them. In the most recent episode of The Upgrade, animal behaviour expert Zazie Todd told us that cats are naturally inclined to eat five times a day, not just two, as most of us tend with our animals. This is because cats are natural
hunters, and in the wild, they could be hunting and eating throughout the day. For more on caring for their pets, check out the video below: As Todd explains:[C] ats prefer to be fed five times a day, if that's possible, rather than just twice a day. [It's] good for them to spread their meals. Because if you think normally a cat
would be catching mice throughout the day and a cat could catch maybe 10 mice in one day, that would be like 10 small meals. So if we can try to approximate this, that's good for cats. If you don't have a cat that naturally self-egyptians (i.e. you're able to avoid devouring your entire food bowl at once), time feeders can
be a godsend. If you have a cat that self-mixes, then simply make sure your bowl has some food in it at all times works well. As for early morning harassment, Todd recommends the following:[M]aybe give him one last snack before bedtime... But if you can extend your meals a little longer and then tire her before bed,
then I hope she won't wake you up so early. If he does, of course, every time you get up, you're rewarding him for waking up. So you may want to try to change it a little later in the morning if possible. And all this makes sense when you recognize that cats have not been domesticated for as long as dogs. They're still a bit
wild when you think about it, and as Todd says, if we no longer exist, our cats could continue to exist quite happily on their own. To find out more about how to take better care of your cat, take a swi off the full episode! Have you ever wondered why your cat bites you after only three pets? Or how to get your dog to...
Read more Have a bad day? Here's an easy way to change this: look at these handsome male models and their cute cat counterparts. The generous geniuses of Out Magazine knew how powerful a man and his feline friend could be, so they photographed 14 models and ten cats for a high-fashion spread. And I think I
can speak on behalf of everyone when I say that we are more than satisfied with the Cute guys with cats is not a new notion to hit the internet. There are countless Tumblrs, websites and Instagram accounts dedicated to the dynamic duo. But none of them have photos - and topics - like these. Because the men pictured
in spread are not just regular cat boys, they are supermodels representing the world's most famous agencies. Of course, you'll see quickly that once you scroll through the photos below. Chiseled jaws canoodling against the soft fur of a kitten, cats perched on strong, muscular shoulders, pointed perfectly pointed towards
a kitten's wet nose - I. I can't. Even.even if you're not having a totally bad day, take a break from what you're doing and admire how beautiful these photos are. I promise you won't regret it. Tom and PipTo watch the entire photo shoot, click here. (Pictured first is Ronald and Lucifer) Images: Out Magazine Want the Best
of BuzzFeed Animals in Your Inbox? Sign up for a newsletter today! Want the best of BuzzFeed animals in your inbox? Sign up for a newsletter today! I realize there aren't two cats alike, but how much sleep does a normal feline need? My 5-year-old tabby, Roz, snoozes for up to 18 hours a day! W.B., Lansing, Michigan
Given the opportunity, most cats -- from little ones like your tabby to big panthers -- will roll into a warm and welcoming place and nap all day. As these stealthy creatures hunt mostly at dawn and dusk, they spend the morning and afternoon in an almost trancelike sleep state, with their eyes open just enough to detect
any possible danger. This seemingly excessive dodging provides the energy that feral cats require to harass their prey. Since a well-fed pet cat, like Roz, doesn't need to hunt for her dinner, it's entirely possible she may be in some sleep scenario for 18 hours a day. That said, I'd expect a 5-year-old cat to be more active
than you describe. Did Roz serve to be more energetic? If so, it could be anemic, feverish or weakened by a disease, all of which would make it less playful. Just to make sure she's not sick, schedule an appointment with her vet to have a physical job and some blood done. If all is well, you and your kitten can sleep
easier. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and content similar to piano.io The Internet is suspiciously quiet today, and it's not just because all eyes are glued to the Apple iPod
event. There's something . . . Lack. No legovers on keyboards, no faces coming out of the roof holes, no domestic pets climbing up the bottom of a ladder. Today is a day without cats, and it is strangely disturbing. Last week the mood site Urlesque announced a 24-hour ban for posting images of funny cats and videos
starting today (09/09/09). Many places followed suit, including lovers of well-known Best Week Ever, PopEater, and Urlesque's biggest nab: Cute Overload. The move caught the attention of The Wall Street Journal and the Los Angeles Times, showing that people are tired of the degradation and exploitation of mewlings
and strive for more enlightened entertainment - at least for 24 hours. Worried that the phenomenon phenomenon extend your visit? Urlesque realizes that the Internet may not be totally devoid of cat-related humor. . . . Let's be honest, [24 hours is] probably only while we're going to last before a hilarious video crashes
into our inbox. But for a day, we will abstain . . . for you . . . for cats, wrote urlesque editors. Other blogs - especially I Can Haz Cheeseburger (don't click if you want to stay pure) - resisted and announced an All Day event, all cats, which isn't really a departure from the norm. I'm already nervous. Where will I get my
solution? I try to concentrate on other major news, but in the back of my mind I am haunted by hairy cats in ridiculous poses above the grammatically blaspheming slogans. Maybe I'll take a catnap (har har) and wake up tomorrow when the Internet has returned to its happy normality of LOLing. Note: When you buy
something after clicking the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate links policy for more details. Details.
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